Application of the Trojan Horse Method to study neutron induced reactions: the $^{17}O(n, \alpha)^{14}C$ reaction
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Abstract. The reaction $^{17}O(n, \alpha)^{14}C$ was studied using virtual neutrons coming from the quasi-free deuteron break-up in the three body reaction $^{17}O+d \rightarrow \alpha^{+}^{14}C+p$. This technique, called virtual neutron method, extends the Trojan Horse method to neutron-induced reactions allowing to study the reaction cross section avoiding the suppression effects coming from the penetrability of the centrifugal barrier. For incident neutron energies from thermal up to a few hundred keV, direct experiments have shown the population of two out of three expected excited states at energies 8213 keV and 8282 keV and the influence of the sub-threshold level at 8038 keV. In the present experiment the $^{18}O$ excited state at $E^{*} = 8.125$ MeV, missing in the direct measurement, is observed. The angular distributions of the populated resonances have been measured for the first time. The results unambiguously indicate the ability of the method to overcome the centrifugal barrier suppression effect and to pick out the contribution of the bare nuclear interaction.

1 Introduction

The reaction $^{17}O(n, \alpha)^{14}C$ is interesting for both nuclear energy and nuclear astrophysics: in nuclear reactors this reaction is one of the dominant sources of the long lasting radioactive isotope $^{14}C$ ($T_{1/2}=5730$ yr) [1]. In nuclear astrophysics, this reaction takes place in various astrophysical scenarios in the nucleosynthesis of heavier elements [2, 3], and it could help to explain anomalies in $^{18}O/^{16}O$ and $^{17}O/^{16}O$ ratios found in asymptotic giant branch stars and in circumstellar Al$_2$O$_3$ meteorite grains [4]. For all these reasons, this reaction has been studied by several groups both using direct and indirect methods [5–8]. Direct experiments have shown the influence of the subthreshold level at 8038 keV...
keV and the population of the two excited states at 8213 keV and 8282 keV. No evidence is reported for the expected 8125 keV state of $^{18}$O ($J^e=5^-$), because of the high angular momentum involved for this excited state ($l_i=3$). However, the different data sets are not in agreement especially at low energies, and the reaction rate calculated at the astrophysical relevant temperatures (T$\in [0.01 - 1.3] \cdot 10^9$ K) differs by a factor 2-2.5 with a consequent change in the abundance ratios for some elements (e.g. $^{22}$Ne, $^{26}$Mg) [2].

In the last decades, the Trojan Horse method (THM) [9–16] has been developed as an indirect method in order to study charged-particle induced reactions nuclear reactions, at the low energies of astrophysical interest. Recently, it has been extended to the indirect study of neutron induced reactions [15, 16]. The principles of the method and its experimental applications are described in Ref. [9–16].

In the present work, we present the indirect study of the $^{17}$O($n$, $\alpha$)$^{14}$C reaction performed by using the $^{17}$O+d $\rightarrow \alpha+^{14}$C+p one, and selecting the events proceeding through the quasi-free (QF) break-up of the deuteron, following the THM prescriptions. As the THM is not affected by the orbital momentum barrier, the results provide observational evidence for resonance contributions from all known states. In the next sections the experiments, the data analysis and the achieved results are reported.

2 The experiment

The $^{17}$O+d $\rightarrow \alpha+^{14}$C+p reaction has been measured in two different experimental runs: the first one was performed at the Laboratori Nazionali del Sud (LNS) in Catania, Italy, and the second one at the Nuclear Science Laboratory (NSL) of the University of Notre Dame, USA. In both the experiments a $^{17}$O beam was impinging onto a CD$_2$ target and the angles and energies of the ejectiles $\alpha$ and $^{14}$C were detected in coincidence using an experimental set-up, symmetric with respect to 0°. The energy and angle of the third particle were reconstructed from kinematical calculations. The experimental set-up consists of 6 Position Sensitive Silicon Detectors (PSDs, single area, resistive readout, spatial resolution 0.5 mm). The two most forward detectors were equipped with ionization chambers (ICs) used as $\Delta E$ detectors to identify carbon. Coincidences among one of the two forward PSD detectors and one of the three placed on the opposite side with respect to the beam axis were recorded by the data acquisition system. Details about the experimental set-up used for the two experiments are reported in table 1.

3 Data analysis and results

The reaction of interest was identified by selecting events in which a carbon was detected in one of the telescopes. The reconstructed $Q$-value for the three-body reaction ($Q = -0.6 \pm 0.3$ MeV) is in agreement with the expected one ($Q = -0.407$ MeV). As a second step in the data analysis, the predominance of the QF reaction mechanism among other reaction processes filling the same final state has been checked by using several tests described elsewhere [9–15]. If the events having momentum of the proton spectator less than 50 MeV/c are considered, the obtained results are well reproduced.
Figure 1. Excitation function of the $^{17}$O($n, \alpha$)$^{14}$C reaction from LNS experiment for $\theta_{cm} = 55^\circ \pm 5^\circ$ (a) and from NSL experiment for $\theta_{cm} = 65^\circ \pm 25^\circ$ (b). The red solid line is a fit using four Gaussian functions; the black dashed lines represent their individual contributions.

by using both Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) and Plane wave Born Approximation (PWIA) approach. As no absolute values of the cross sections are extracted, the PWIA approach was used. In this approach, the cross section of the three body reaction can be factorized into two terms: the former describes the break-up of the deuteron and is calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation, the latter represents the cross section of the two-body reaction of interest. The cross section of the $^{17}$O($n, \alpha$)$^{14}$C reaction was then extracted by dividing the experimental yield by the first term, and it is shown in fig. 1: panel (a) refers to the LNS experiment while panel (b) to the NSL one. The population of the four $^{18}$O resonances expected in the explored energy region is evident. This result demonstrates that the extracted two body cross section does not suffer from the centrifugal barrier penetration effect. The solid line in figure 1 is a fit performed using four gaussian functions to disentangle the contributions of the four $^{18}$O resonances. No interference effect is taken into account in the fitting procedure, owing to the resonance widths ($< 15$ keV), which are much smaller than their energy separation. For the first time the angular distributions for the four resonances have been measured (data not shown, see Ref. [16]). The angular distribution of the resonance corresponding to the $E^* = 8213$ keV level is better reproduced by adopting $l_z=2$ instead of $l_z=0$, as usually assumed by considering the low value of the neutron energy available in the c.m. system [5]. To make a comparison between the indirect and the direct measured cross section, the indirect data were multiplied for the penetrability of the centrifugal barrier calculated for each populated resonance. The comparison is shown in fig. 2, where the dotted line reports the direct data from Ref. [5], the solid line represents the same direct data spreaded out at the same resolution of the indirect ones and the data points are the indirect measured cross section.

4 Conclusions

The evidence of the population of the four $^{18}$O resonances expected in the energy range explored by the experiment demonstrates the effectiveness of the THM to emphasize the mere nuclear interaction, avoiding even the centrifugal suppressions. Moreover, the good agreement between the direct and indirect measured data sets after the correction for the penerability of the centrifugal barrier gives evidence of the possibility to use the THM to get information about nuclear structure parameters of orbital momentum-suppressed neutron capture resonances, opening new perspectives in the use of the method for nuclear structure studies. A particularly interesting application is the study of neutron induced reactions on short-lived radioactive nuclei using inverse kinematics.
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